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Brand 
Guidelines



This document is your 
guide to the Agraforum 
brand identity. Keep it 
handy and refer to it to 
ensure you are using 
the brand correctly.
By understanding and correctly applying the brand, 

you can help ensure that we build a strong, coherent 

brand identity.
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Brand Foundations
Key brand information and messaging

04



This is a short, sharp 

statement explaining 

what it is we do, and 

why we do it.

Growing Innovation

Standard methods used to achieve 
growth are just that – standard; 
average. If you’re lucky you’ll see 
improvements. But you’ll only get 
total transformation by trying 
something different.

We’re experts in Growing Innovation. 
By always seeking new and improved 
ways to grow better outcomes, 
our products and service deliver 
enhanced results beyond the norm.

Positioning 
Statement05
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Because a lot of what 

we have to say is based 

in and around some 

reasonably complicated 

science we need to put 

forward a good level of 

professionalism and 

seriousness. But we 

don’t want to get too 

highfalutin. Much of 

the time, customers 

will be dealing with 

us personally, so we 

should also sound like 

real people having a real 

conversation – frank 

and down to earth.

Tone of  
Voice06
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Volume

Whisper Soft Conversational Loud Shout

Energy

Chilled Composed upbeat Enthusiastic Fizzing Raving

Intimacy

Lovers Friends Colleagues Distant acquaintances Strangers

Attitude

Safe Conventional Considered thinkers Challengers Experimental



These pillars form 

the basis for all of our 

messaging - these are 

the four things that are 

important to us, and 

that we want our clients 

to see and understand.

Brand  
Pillars07
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Professional, personalised service

Advice based on science,  
research and experience

Quality, reliable products  
and solutions

Measurable positive outcomes



GROWING INNOVATION

New Zealand has a great history of innovation 

in farming. So, what happened; when did we 

stop exploring new ways of getting better 

outcomes?

We understand there’s risk involved in trying 

something different. But there’s also the 

possibility of great success. And when you 

do it our way, it’s neither daunting, costly or 

difficult to change things up. 

We take an integrated approach to solving 

on-farm issues, which is why ours is a total 

product and service package. We come to 

your farm, help identify any challenges or 

opportunities to maximise yield, then solve 

it by not only supplying the right advice but 

mixing and applying the right products too. 

That way you’ll know it’s right. We’ll also work 

with you to monitor ongoing progress.

Relied on by farmers around the world, our 

solutions are designed to increase quality 

and yield and reduce costs. We have products 

to toughen up plants and crops, make them 

grow better and produce more feed of 

higher quality. We even have a revolutionary 

calcium product (98% pure and highly soluble) 

that addresses the root cause of many soil 

problems. Suitable for use on dairy farms, 

crop farms and orchards, our full spectrum of 

products offers a total solution, from beneath 

the ground, up.

Part of what we do is for the good of the land. 

It’s a great country we have here and beyond 

the ongoing economic benefits, our products 

have compliance and environmental pluses as 

well. But mainly, we just want farmers to see 

better results through products firmly rooted 

in proven science.

Amongst the benefits already being seen 

by our clients are a reduction in labour, 

lower irrigation costs, minimized fertiliser 

expenses, and supercharged performance of 

their existing systems.

Some call it magic.  

We call it ‘Growing Innovation’.

Brand Story 
Long Form08
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GROWING INNOVATION

You could say we sell products at Agraforum.

Suitable for use on dairy farms, crop farms 

and orchards, our full spectrum of products 

provide a total solution from beneath the 

ground up. Farmers around the world rely 

on our products to improve soil structure, 

reduce the need for so much fert and 

irrigation, toughen up plants and crops, make 

them grow better and produce more feed of 

higher quality.

But we actually solve problems.

Ours is a total product and service package – 

from identifying challenges or opportunities 

on farm, to supplying, mixing and applying the 

right products to address them.

We’re bringing these products to New Zealand 

because the science just makes sense. And 

we’ve seen it too with customers reporting 

increases in quality and yield and a reduction 

in costs almost instantly.

Some call it magic.  

We call it ‘Growing Innovation’.

Brand Story 
Short Form09
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New Zealand has a problem and we don’t even 

know it. Our soil isn’t ‘living’ anymore. Through 

the use of excess nitrates, sulphates, sodium, 

magnesium, potassium and salts in general 

(such as most fungicides, insecticides, 

pesticides and herbicides), we’ve altered the 

electrical properties of our soil. The resulting 

soil compaction has created an anaerobic 

environment where microbiology is non-

existent and the circle of life begins to grind 

to a halt.

DID YOU KNOW PLANTS NEED ELECTRICITY 

TO GROW?

Plants have a symbiotic relationship with the 

microbiology living in the soil; good amounts 

of which, naturally produce electrical 

conductivity. The microbes tell the plant to 

feed them, which the plant does by pushing 

out sugars and other exudates via its roots; in 

return they produce acids to loosen minerals 

in the soil and make them available for the 

plants to take up.

Animals get their nutrients from the plants 

they eat. These plants get their goodness 

from the soil. You can see how that quickly 

becomes a problem when there’s little 

there for the plant to access. Because 

New Zealand’s agricultural land has poor 

microbiology, instead of getting nutrients 

from the soil, crops rely solely on the 

chemicals applied above ground, most of 

which eventually washes away. Without 

good, loose soil structure, we’re essentially 

‘hyrdroponic farming’ on dirt.

But why change when this method works and 

there’s a huge economy riding on it? Because 

it’s the proverbial ‘ambulance at the bottom of 

the cliff’ and ultimately only exacerbates the 

problem.

To bring your soil back to life we’re going to 

challenge what you thought you knew. It’s 

called GSR Calcium and it could totally change 

your output without any more input; even 

halving what you need in terms of fert and 

irrigation.

You might think you’re already using calcium, 

e.g. Lime (Calcium Carbonate), Gypsum 

(Calcium Sulphate), Dolomite (Calcium 

Magnesium Carbonate) Calcium Nitrate etc. 

But not all calcium is equal. Calcium in its 

pure form is extremely electrically powerful. 

Like a very strong magnet it will immediately 

attract and bond with other elements near it. 

That’s why those blends aren’t potent; they’re 

already electrically satisfied. GSR Calcium is 

98% pure.

GSR Calcium Overview 
Long Form10
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WHAT MAKES CALCIUM SPECIAL?

Calcium is the single most important mineral 

in the soil. Without it, none of the others 

can do what they need to in order to achieve 

optimum plant production.

To make something complex, simple: think of 

calcium like the ‘Mother’ of the soil, sorting 

out conflict between the other elements (the 

arguing kids). This then leaves the ‘Father’ 

(the phosphate) free to do all the work in 

carrying the minerals in the right order and 

ratio into the plant, ultimately giving it more 

energy to increase its growth, structure and 

nutrient content.

Calcium’s ability to use its electrical power to 

assist other minerals for overall healthy soil 

that produces quality food also make it a great 

solution to a wide source of soil problems, 

including salt, sodium, weeds, insects, pH, 

and drought.

WHAT IS GSR CALCIUM?

GSR Calcium is a 98% pure, ionised source of 

calcium. Highly soluble, it is proven effective in 

making incremental changes quickly and easily 

to the soil structure and plant metabolism.

Made from pharmaceutical grade lime, it 

comes in a unique state made possible 

through a proprietary manufacturing 

process that reduces the bond strength of 

the calcium carbonate enough to isolate the 

calcium molecules.

THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF GSR CALCIUM

One flocculates soil by altering the electrical 

charge. This reintroduces the oxygen needed to 

bring the microbiology back to life. This product 

is also effective in neutralising the effect of 

high salt content in water used for irrigation.

The other is plant-available calcium and when 

combined with a phosphate drives better 

photosynthesis.

GSR Calcium Overview 
Long Form (cont.)11
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KEY BENEFITS OF IMPROVED SOIL STRUCTURE THANKS TO GSR CALCIUM

• Stimulated growth of soil microbes

• Increased root growth, leaf growth, cell 

wall building and cell division

• Increased sugar content in plants

• Enhanced overall plant health resulting  

in higher quality feed/food

• Crop fields need fewer passes  

(one-pass fields)

• Less water/better water penetration

• Less urea use

• More nutrient-dense feed resulting in 

better animal health and production (and 

ultimately a need for less feed)

• Better yield and ROI from winter feed

You could start at the grass roots. Or go 

one step further back than that. With GSR 

Calcium, the results are instant and only get 

better.

GSR Calcium Overview 
Long Form (cont.)12
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YOU COULD HALVE YOUR FERT! 

Bring your soil back to life with GSR Calcium

Whether you know it or not, New Zealand’s 

agricultural land has a compaction issue. With 

oxygen depleted from the soil, the essential 

microbiology plants rely on for growth isn’t 

there. This means our crops rely solely on 

the chemicals applied above ground, most of 

which eventually washes away.

Calcium is the answer. But it’s not all created 

equal. GSR Calcium is the only 98% pure, 

ionised source of calcium available. Highly 

soluble, it’s proven effective in making 

elemental changes to the soil structure that 

allow the plant/soil microbiology relationship 

to revive and thrive so a vast amount more 

minerals and water can be accessed.

Less fert and irrigation. Greater yields. Instant 

results. Why wait?

Start below the grass roots.  

Try GSR Calcium.

JUMPSTART GROWTH

With the power of GSR Calcium – the only 

98% pure, ionised source of calcium available 

– better yields are just the start of what you 

can expect. Imagine needing less fert and 

irrigation too!

Highly soluble, GSR Calcium is proven 

effective in making elemental changes 

to soil structure that allow the plant/soil 

microbiology relationship to thrive and a vast 

amount more of the soil’s minerals and water 

can be accessed.

Try GSR Calcium for instant results that only 

get better.

GSR Calcium Overview 
Short Form13
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INCREASED QUALITY AND YIELD AT  REDUCED COSTS? 

SOUNDS LIKE MAGIC. 

WE JUST CALL IT ‘GROWING INNOVATION’.

Firmly rooted in proven science, see how Agraforum products 

can revolutionise your farm from beneath the ground up.

Example 
Advert Copy14
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Logo formats and usage instructions



Primary 
Logo16

Logos and Usage

Our primary logo is the version shown 

below. Alternative versions of the logo have 

been created (as shown on the following 

pages) to allow for application on different 

backgrounds/colours.

It is a simple, fresh logo that reflects our 

science-backed approach and focus on our 

solutions below the ground and above.



Logo 
Variations17

Logos and Usage

Variants of the logo have been created to 

allow usage across all media. Regardless of 

the application, it is imperative that the logo 

and text within are clearly legible. Always 

choose whichever version of the logo is 

easiest to read on the background it is being 

placed on.

Logo version: 

White

Logo version: 

Greyscale



Logo 
Variations18

Logos and Usage

The logo may be used on top of imagery, but 

only if there is sufficient contrast between 

the background and foreground to ensure 

readability and legibility. If sufficient 

contrast is not possible, place the logo on a 

flat colour instead.

Logo on light 

coloured image

Logo on dark 

coloured image



Logo Legibility  
and Readability19

Logos and Usage

To ensure the logo is never crowded, a clear 

area must be maintained around it at all 

times. No typography, imagery or other visual 

information should appear within this zone.

The clear zone on all sides of the logo is 

100% the size of the letter ‘A’ from the name 

‘Agraforum’ as shown below. 

Logo clear zone

Logo minimum sizing

Minimum sizes must be adhered to for 

legibility reasons.

For print, the minimum size is 20mm wide. For 

digital usage, the minimum size is 134 pixels 

wide at 72dpi resolution.
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Agraforum 
Mid Green21

Colour Palette

Follow this guide for accurate breakdowns 

of the corporate colours across all 

applications. Note: some colours may vary 

in accuracy from the mixes specified. Always 

refer to accurate print guides when proofing.

Tints of these colours may be used where 

appropriate.

For any new colours, please speak to the 

Brand Manager for approval.

Colour breakdowns CMYK 

C=95 M=20 Y=70 K=0

SPOT 

335C

RGB 

R=0 G=147 B=116

HEX 

#009375



Agraforum 
Dark Green22

Colour Palette

Follow this guide for accurate breakdowns 

of the corporate colours across all 

applications. Note: some colours may vary 

in accuracy from the mixes specified. Always 

refer to accurate print guides when proofing.

Tints of these colours may be used where 

appropriate.

For any new colours, please speak to the 

Brand Manager for approval.

Colour breakdowns CMYK 

C=95 M=20 Y=70 K=20

SPOT 

336C

RGB 

R=0 G=123 B=97

HEX 

#007b62



Agraforum 
Charcoal23

Colour Palette

Follow this guide for accurate breakdowns 

of the corporate colours across all 

applications. Note: some colours may vary 

in accuracy from the mixes specified. Always 

refer to accurate print guides when proofing.

Tints of these colours may be used where 

appropriate.

For any new colours, please speak to the 

Brand Manager for approval.

Colour breakdowns CMYK 

C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=95

SPOT 

95% of Pantone Process Black C

RGB 

R=40 G=40 B=41

HEX 

#333133
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Header  
Typeface

Panton  
Regular 
Panton  
Bold

25

Brand Typography

Our header typeface is Panton, a slightly 

futuristic typeface that has nice rounded 

details and great legibility. 

Various weights are available, however, for 

our brand we have used Panton Bold (for all 

headers and key information), and Panton 

Regular (for bulk feature text).

Panton Family



Body  
Typeface

Barlow  
Regular
Barlow  
Bold

26

Brand Typography

All other copy is set in Barlow, an open 

source typeface that is easily readable, 

efficient and formal, which is a nice pairing 

with the headline font. 

Various weights are available, however, for 

our brand we have used Barlow Regular  and 

Barlow Bold.

Barlow Family



Fallback 
Typeface

Arial  
Regular
Arial  
Bold

27

Brand Typography

In any instances where Panton or Barlow are 

not available or cannot be used (i.e. internal 

business documents), substitute them for 

Arial Regular and Arial Bold.

Arial Family
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Theme: 
Innovation29

Photography

We can show innovation through macro shots 

of leaves, cells, soil and animals. This will 

be particularly useful as hero imagery as it 

creates differentiation and feels scientific  

without venturing into images of laboratories.

Please note: these images are examples only. 

Actual photography will need to be sourced.



Theme: 
The Process30

Photography

Working together in productive partnerships 

is a big part of our ethos. We can show this 

through candid photography of conversations 

and problem-solving. It’s important that 

these are real people and places.

Please note: these images are examples only. 

Actual photography will need to be sourced.



Theme: 
Outcomes31

Photography

Without successful outcomes people 

wouldn’t choose to work with us. It’s 

important that we show these places and the 

actual real-life results so people can see the 

difference for themselves. 

Please note: these images are examples only. 

Actual photography will need to be sourced.



Image  
Treatment32

Photography

All imagery has been toned with a special 

filter to ensure it feels less like stock imagery, 

and more unique to our brand.

Image before 

treatment

Image after 

treatment
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Our unique brand mark, and how to use it



The Brand  
Pattern34

Graphic Devices

The brand pattern is an abstract 

representation of multiple things that are 

meaningful to our business: growth (like 

growth rings in a tree), soil health (shown in 

the lines which mimic topographic maps) 

and soil biology (shown in the irregular curving 

shapes in the lines). It also references our 

commitment to long lasting relationships and 

ongoing success.



Using the 
Brand Pattern35

Graphic Devices

The brand pattern can be shown whole (as 

shown on the previous page), or cropped in for 

added depth and texture (as shown below).



Using the 
Brand Pattern36

Graphic Devices

The brand pattern can also be stripped back to 

a mono-line version (below) to draw attention 

or contain information/imagery/colour.

Sample 
text here

Sample 
text here
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Samples of the brand in action



Vehicle 
Signage38

Design Examples

Growing 
Innovation
agraforum.co.nz



Advert 
Example39

Design Examples

Firmly rooted in proven science, see how our 

powerful products can revolutionise your 

farm from beneath the ground up.

Some call it magic. We call it Growing Innovation.

Increased 
feed quality 
and yield at 
reduced costs?

Get in touch and speak to one of our local 

advisors for more information:  

0800 000 0000  |  agraforum.co.nz

Firmly rooted in proven science, see how our 

powerful products can revolutionise your 

farm from beneath the ground up.

Some call it magic. We call it Growing Innovation.

Increased 

feed quality 

and yield at 

reduced costs?
Get in touch and speak to one of our local 

advisors for more information:  

0800 000 0000  |  agraforum.co.nz



Branded 
Apparel40

Design Examples
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Design Examples

+64 27 448 5159 

allan@agraforum.co.nz 

agraforum.co.nz

455 State Highway 1

R.D. 5, Ashburton 7775

Canterbury, New Zealand

Allan Piercy
Products Manager

Business 
Card
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Branded 
Letterhead
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Design Examples

Sales 
Pack
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Sales 
Pack

Methven Station 
Mid Canterbury

Case 
Study

Rupta aut fuga. Nulparum hitas modipid 

molorum estia dolupta tempore nosserernam, 

volorem illestium qui quunt fugia sitia dit, ni 

dolorem quo endit velistrunt alibeaquatus 

velis destio to estist aboremquam faciateceri 

dolorestiunt fugiam volore, est, omnis cusdant 

eum quid quostempor sunt andae esed 

maiorehent, cus.

To et faceped itaspic tesequid quos audandu 

ntiasiti soluptasimus et, soluptas vit, volupti 

anditat essimagnam quis sendis sume porum 

facea dolut ad magnimi, tem que volorio 

reperspiet que sinimil mos nullest iumquae 

vollorit que offic tem qui vent aut experore 

od endae pa que endaerum dolo te omniet 

fugit offictotatur aut intium quatem sunt 

adi tem vendis sit modiantur, occatisque odi 

doloressimus debitat laut officiatibus as di 

rehendit et pro dolorit lis ent voles aut rate 

nones volo tempos minusda qui se sandam, 

quis ea sequunt que nia pa consecearum 

sus nonsere stiaerum fugiate excepernati to 

beria venihit venihic imentot atempos dipsam 

sitiorepudae dolut quiditas eos non nonet 

officta dolorer chillor eptassequi re sum 

haribus pa poresequis se ped maion plis que 

sitat et ommoditatio. Bus.

Quid quaeperiatis ped que moditae labo. Et 

re, voloreicitis magnimolor arum quam, simi, 

optiumTem et aut eum nias destis asit dunt, 

occuptamet hiliqui sim eum quam et omnimus 

aut as dit quunte volorum, con presciam 

iumquodis aut officiducia quo ium, omnis alit 

hiliatiur?

Edictusam quibus voluptae quibustiis eosa 

dolupta sum sit voloribusci que prem ilia nonet 

etur maximporum veriore mporesci torerio 

cum haruptas andae nos mossimi, corporro 

beatquis peri blabore pe nim audis est vercid 

explite ne nobis doluptatibus ipsunt faceaque 

volorionsent atist et rae sequi consequae 

Case Study

Products used

GSR Calcium

Problem areas

Compacted soil 

Excess water pooling

Farm type

Dairy

John and Karen Smith  |  Methven Station, Mid Canterbury

To learn more about 
how we can boost your 
performance and reduce 
costs, get in touch:

info@agraforum.co.nz

0800 000 0000

agraforum.co.nz
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Sales 
Pack
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Design Examples

Sales 
Pack
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Design Examples

Sales 
Pack
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Design Examples

Sales 
Pack
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EDM 
Template

Growing  
Innovation

Ga. Itae pe eum quasped ioribuste 

sitio este cum faccusc ienesendam, 

commoluptas earum inveri auda derupta 

tiatiumquis utemquos ent occuptatur aut

Increase growth 
and protect future 
opportunities

FIND OUT MORE

Ga. Itae pe eum quasped ioribuste 

sitio este cum faccusc ienesendam, 

commoluptas earum inveri auda derupta 

tiatiumquis utemquos ent occuptatur aut

Enhancing the 
health of your 
livestock

FIND OUT MORE

New Zealand has a great 
history of innovation 
in farming. So, what 
happened; when did we 
stop exploring new ways of 
getting better outcomes?

Read online

“Ga. Otatem que dolorae vit dem quo exces et quame 
minciunt lignimpore, quam autes aspide autaturio 
doluptate sunt ut fugiam quam eiunt. Ugitatem. Erferit 
ibusdandit es ditiumenieni dolor rerum lanit, quidend 
endam, comnis mo velecessimus eumqui rem quo te 
porecerum rescilitae”

John Smith 

Methven Station 

Mid Canterbury

READ CASE STUDY

Growing  
Innovation

Ga. Itae pe eum quasped ioribuste 

sitio este cum faccusc ienesendam, 

commoluptas earum inveri auda derupta 

tiatiumquis utemquos ent occuptatur aut

Increase growth 
and protect future 
opportunities

FIND OUT MORE

Ga. Itae pe eum quasped ioribuste 

sitio este cum faccusc ienesendam, 

commoluptas earum inveri auda derupta 

tiatiumquis utemquos ent occuptatur aut

Enhancing the 
health of your 
livestock

FIND OUT MORE

New Zealand has a great 
history of innovation 
in farming. So, what 
happened; when did we 
stop exploring new ways of 
getting better outcomes?

Read online

“Ga. Otatem que dolorae vit dem quo exces et quame 
minciunt lignimpore, quam autes aspide autaturio 
doluptate sunt ut fugiam quam eiunt. Ugitatem. Erferit 
ibusdandit es ditiumenieni dolor rerum lanit, quidend 
endam, comnis mo velecessimus eumqui rem quo te 
porecerum rescilitae”

John Smith 

Methven Station 

Mid Canterbury

READ CASE STUDY
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Branded 
Merchandise
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Design Examples

Farm  
Diary



For enquiries around any aspect of the brand or visual identity, 

please get in touch with our team:

Allan Piercy 

+64 274 485 159 

allan@agraforum.co.nz

Guy Gibson 

+64 275 868 779 

guy@agraforum.co.nz

agraforum.co.nz


